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MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF EVENT-BY-EVENTFLUCTUATIONS IN Au + Au COLLISIONSAT psNN = 19�200 GeVR. Hoªy«ski, A. Olszewski, P. Sawiki, A. TrzupekB. Wosiek and K. Wo¹niakH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Poland(Reeived January 25, 2001)We present results on the event-by-event analysis of multipliity andtransverse momentum �utuations for Au + Au ollisions at RHIC energies.This analysis is based on Monte Carlo events obtained from HIJING andVENUS generators. The dependene of the results on entrality and energyof the ollision as well as on the aeptane uts is disussed. We found thatthe results obtained for the Monte Carlo generated events strongly dependon these parameters and disagree with a thermal model preditions. In awide range of energies and entralities of the ollisions the HIJING modelpreditions are di�erent than those obtained from VENUS simulations.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 25.75.Gz, 12.38.Mh1. IntrodutionMeasurement of event-by-event �utuations is an important experimen-tal tehnique whih an be used to detet ritial �utuations expeted inthe ase of the phase transition between hadron matter and a Quark-GluonPlasma (QGP). It is expeted that �utuations of suitably hosen observ-able in heavy ion ollisions may reveal thermodynami properties of thesystem at freeze-out [1�4℄. The study of these orrelations for di�erent pa-rameters haraterizing the ollision, suh as energy, entrality and nulearspeies, should provide information on the order of the phase transition be-tween QGP plasma and hadron matter. Spei�ally, one would expet anon-monotoni behavior of �utuations as a funtion of varying ollisionparameters in the viinity of the triritial point in the QCD phase dia-gram [5℄. The present experimental results do not allow for the study ofevent-by-event �utuations in a wide range of energies and for di�erent en-tralities. Reently published NA49 results [6,7℄ on the �utuations measured(1365)



1366 R. Hoªy«ski et al.in entral Pb + Pb ollisions at psNN = 18 GeV show no evidene for thepresene of ritial phenomena in heavy ion ollisions at the SPS energy.Fortunately, with the advent of RHIC ollider, a new range of parame-ters is now aessible for experimental studies. Various aspets of the mul-tipartile prodution will be investigated by the four RHIC experiments:BRAHMS, PHOBOS, PHOENIX, and STAR. While the experimental re-sults on event-by-event analysis are not available at the moment, it is inter-esting to hek what are the preditions of Monte Carlo models ommonlyused to desribe heavy ion ollisions beyond the SPS energy. Comparison ofmodel preditions with the atually measured data may be used as a sensi-tive test of di�erent dynamial mehanisms.In this paper we present results obtained from the analysis of events gen-erated by the HIJING [8℄ and VENUS [9℄ Monte Carlo models. Both mod-els inorporate string-like mehanism to desribe soft hadron prodution,although the harged partile multipliities obtained from VENUS simula-tions are signi�antly larger (by about a fator of 2) than those preditedby the HIJING model. HIJING inludes hard parton satterings, desribedby the perturbative QCD, while these proesses are not aounted for in theVENUS model. Thus, we may expet di�erent preditions for multipartile�nal states simulated by HIJING and VENUS Monte Carlo models. It isinteresting to see whether these di�erenes will show up in the analysis ofevent-by-event �utuations. It should be pointed out that both MC mod-els do not aount for quantum-mehanial �utuations, e.g. Bose�Einsteinorrelations.In our simulations we used VENUS model with the resattering swithedo�. For both models generated �nal hadron states inlude all stable hadrons,also those being the deay produts of resonanes. The only exeption is�meson whih we onsider to be a stable partile. Weak deays are generallyswithed o�, exept for those of harmed partiles. However the yields ofboth � and harmed mesons are so low that this speial treatment of thesepartiles should not a�et the generality of onlusions from this �utuationanalysis.Basing on samples of generated events we analyze the �utuations inharged partile multipliity and in the transverse momentum. The evolu-tion of �utuations with energy and entrality of the ollision is investigated.In addition, the dependene on the aeptane uts, that may be relevantfor the data to be taken by RHIC experiments, is also studied. To our bestknowledge, so far only the results on event-by-event �utuations of transversemomenta obtained from the Quark�Gluon String Model were shown [10℄ forPb+Pb ollisions in a wide range of primary energies. Other Monte Carlostudies of event-by-event �utuations [11, 12℄ do not inlude a systematianalysis of the dependene on the energy or other parameters haraterizingthe ollision system.



Monte Carlo Analysis of Event-by-Event Flutuations : : : 13672. Multipliity �utuationsThe observable whih measures event-by-event �utuations of the multi-pliity of produed harged partiles is de�ned [5℄ as the ratio of the varianeof the multipliity distribution to its mean value:
(Nh) = h�N2hihNhi ; (1)where Nh is the number of harged partiles reorded in a ollision. Ifthe multipartile prodution is a purely statistial proess, governed by aPoisson distribution, the above ratio should equal 1. However, in reality,one expets various e�ets whih in general should lead to 
(Nh) greaterthan unity. The obvious soure of additional �utuations is due to thefat that partiles are not diretly produed, but originate from resonanedeays. Even, if the resonanes themselves are produed independently,their deay produts are not. Correlations oming from resonane deayswere estimated on the basis of resonane gas model [5℄ giving the 
(Nh)value of � 1:5. In addition to the resonane prodution (i.e. interationsin the �nal state), the �utuations of partile multipliity are in�uened bythe initial state e�ets [13℄. A trivial ontribution is due to the geometryof the nuleus�nuleus ollision. Expeted soures of initial state e�etsinlude variation in the impat parameter of the ollision and �utuationsin the number of elementary nuleon�nuleon (NN) interations or in thenumber of partiipants. Some, small ontributions, may be also due tothe �utuations in inelasti NN ross setion, or to the deformed shapeof the olliding nulei. Analysis of the multipliity �utuations measuredby the NA49 CERN experiment has shown that a resonane gas modeland ontributions from the initial state e�ets fully explain experimentallymeasured 
(Nh) value [14℄.With inreasing partile multipliity at higher ollision energies, the on-tribution of the initial state e�ets also inreases. In Fig. 1(a) we presentthe dependene of the event-by-event harged pion multipliity �utuationson the ollision energy, starting from just above the CERN SPS energy andup to the nominal RHIC energy of psNN = 200 GeV. Data points representhead-on Au + Au ollisions simulated by HIJING and VENUS models. Thesame dependene for semi-entral Au+Au interations, seleted as thosewith the number of partiipating nuleons, Npart � 300, is also shown inFig. 1(a). A strong inrease of 
(N�h) with inreasing psNN is observedfor both head-on and semi-entral ollisions. At the nominal RHIC energythe predited 
(N�h) values are 10:25 � 0:15 (b = 0 fm) and 42:48 � 0:99(Npart � 300) for the HIJING MC model. The orresponding values of
(N�h) for VENUS are: 9:83� 0:14 and 83:60 � 2:00. At lower energies all



1368 R. Hoªy«ski et al.alulated 
(N�h) values also largely exeed the predition of the thermalresonane gas model, with the exeption of the head-on HIJING ollisionsat the lowest energy of 19 GeV. As expeted, the �utuations observed insemi-entral ollisions are muh stronger, indiating greater role of the ini-tial state e�ets for more peripheral interations. Comparing HIJING andVENUS preditions one an see that, for head-on ollisions at high beam en-ergies, VENUS preditions are not signi�antly di�erent than those obtainedfrom HIJING model. It is not the ase for semi-entral interations for whih�utuations in VENUS events are muh stronger than in HIJING events. In-terestingly, after resaling 
(N�h) values alulated for VENUS events bythe ratio of average harged pion multipliities: hN�hiHIJING=hN�hiVENUS(see Fig. 1(b)) the di�erenes observed for Npart � 300 ollisions in Fig. 1(a)are now signi�antly redued. Later, we will show that the same resalingproedure redues the di�erenes between VENUS and HIJING simulationsfor other seletions of less entral events. Apparently it does not work forhead-on ollisions. For these interations the average harged pion multi-pliity for VENUS events is larger by 2.3 times than for HIJING events atpsNN � 130 GeV. Yet, the same 
(N�h) are obtained at 200 GeV, and at130 GeV the di�erene amounts only to about 7 %.

Fig. 1. (a) � Dependene of 
(N�h) on the ollision energy. Filled symbols repre-sent HIJING simulations, open symbols denote the results alulated for VENUSgenerated events. (b) � The same dependenes as in (a) but with VENUS pointsresaled by the ratio of the average harged pion multipliities from HIJING andVENUS model.



Monte Carlo Analysis of Event-by-Event Flutuations : : : 1369To perform a systemati study of the dependene on the entrality ofthe ollision we have divided the generated samples of minimum bias eventsat the two highest beam energies (eah sample ontaining 50,000 events)into �ve independent sub-samples aording to the number of partiipatingnuleons: Npart < 40, 40�99, 100�199, 200�299;� 300. The dependene of
(N�h) on the average number of partiipants is plotted in Fig. 2(a) for bothHIJING and VENUS data sets. The points for the highest hNparti valuesorrespond to b = 0 fm ollisions. Calulated multipliity �utuations do notshow a monotoni behavior as a funtion of the average number of partii-pants. For peripheral ollisions, overing large range in hNparti, the 
(N�h)values satter showing a weak dependene on the entrality of events. Onlyfor most entral ollisions, a rapid derease of the multipliity �utuationswith inreasing entrality is observed. The results are extremely sensitiveto the seletion of events. To illustrate this, we also show in Fig. 2(a) the
(N�h) values alulated for HIJING events at psNN = 200 GeV for dif-ferent hoie of Npart groups (depited by stars): Npart = 20�39, 40�79,80�119, 120�199. This non-monotoni behavior on entrality of the olli-sion an be explained by the �utuations in the number of partiipants,whih are shown in Fig. 2(b) for HIJING and VENUS samples at 200 GeV.

Fig. 2. (a) �Dependene of
(N�h) on the entrality of the ollision as measured byhNparti for the two beam energies. Filled symbols represent HIJING simulations,open symbols denote the results alulated for VENUS generated events. Starsdenote the HIJING preditions for di�erent seletion of events (see text for moreexplanations). (b) � Dependene of 
(Npart) on the entrality of the ollision at200 GeV. See part (a) for symbol desription.



1370 R. Hoªy«ski et al.The �utuations 
(Npart) seem to follow a similar dependene on hNpartias those of 
(N�h). 
(Npart) values are the same for both MC models and,as expeted, are pratially energy independent. The di�erenes betweenVENUS and HIJING models shown in Fig. 2(a) an be explained if one as-sumes that multipliity �utuations sale with the average multipliity. SeeFig. 3(b) where VENUS �utuations saled by the ratio of average multipli-ities of HIJING to VENUS events are ompared to HIJING 
(N�h) values.This indiates that both models generate multipliity distributions with ap-proximately the same seond normalized moment, hN2hi=hNhi2. Evidentlythis saling of multipliity �utuations with the average multipliity doesnot apply to most entral (b = 0 fm) ollisions at high beam energies.In Fig. 3(b) we show that the strength of multipliity �utuations is alsosensitive to the riteria applied to selet events with di�erent entralities. Inthis �gure the 
(N�h) values obtained for HIJING sub-samples of events se-leted aording to Npart uts are ompared to 
(N�h) alulated for subsetsof events seleted by uts in impat parameter. The impat parameter utsare hosen to approximately math the fration of events seleted by Npartuts. Larger �utuations obtained when impat parameter uts are applied,are due to larger �utuations in Npart as ompared to samples seleted byNpart uts.

Fig. 3. (a) � Comparison of the HIJING preditions for multipliity �utuationswith the resaled VENUS results at 200 GeV as a funtion of entrality of theollision. (b) � Comparison of the HIJING preditions for multipliity �utuationsas a funtion of entrality of the ollision for subsamples of events seleted by Npartuts (squares) and by impat parameter uts (stars).



Monte Carlo Analysis of Event-by-Event Flutuations : : : 1371The above analysis of the entrality dependene of multipliity �utua-tions learly shows that any interpretation of measured �utuations shouldrequire a preise knowledge of the entrality of analyzed events, whih is notreadily available in experimental analysis.The other e�et whih should a�et the strength of the measured �u-tuations is a limited phase spae aeptane whih may lead to arti�iallyredued �utuations. In order to test the in�uene of the aeptane uts,we ompare the results alulated for a full phase spae (shown in Figs. 1�3)with those obtained with some aeptane uts applied. Two aeptane utswere used. One restriting the analyzed phase spae to the pseudorapidity(�) interval from 0 to 2. The seond restrits both partile pseudorapiditiesand azimuths ('), i.e. only partiles with pseudorapidities between 0 and 2and azimuths j ' j< 0.087 rad are aepted. In the latter ase � 0:6% of thefull phase spae is analyzed. This approximately mathes the aeptane ofa single arm of the spetrometer employed in the PHOBOS detetor [15℄.The results are shown in Table I for semi-entral Au + Au ollisions atdi�erent energies for both MC models. One an see a strong redution ofthe multipliity �utuations in the ase of the analysis of partiles reordedin the limited phase spae region. Both MC models predit weaker multi-TABLE I
(N�h) for Au+Au semi-entral ollisions simulated from Monte Carlo models atdi�erent ollision energies and for di�erent aeptane uts.HIJING Au + Au ollisions with Npart � 300psNN full phase spae 0 < � < 2 0 < � < 2j ' j< 0.087 rad19 GeV 6:57� 0:16 3:45� 0:08 1:01� 0:0356 GeV 11:70� 0:31 5:28� 0:14 1:15� 0:03130 GeV 26:47� 0:62 11:55� 0:27 1:30� 0:04200 GeV 42:48� 0:98 17:32� 0:40 1:47� 0:03VENUS Au + Au ollisions with Npart � 300psNN full phase spae 0 < � < 2 0 < � < 2j ' j< 0.087 rad19 GeV 9:50� 0:54 4:82� 0:27 1:15� 0:0756 GeV 31:38� 1:73 13:30� 0:73 1:28� 0:07130 GeV 64:21� 1:55 25:11� 0:61 1:66� 0:04200 GeV 83:60� 2:00 31:38� 0:75 1:92� 0:05



1372 R. Hoªy«ski et al.pliity �utuations in the most restrited phase spae than expeted fromthe thermal model, irrespetively of the ollision energy. In other words,a subset of partiles, typially measured in experiments, looks more thermalthan the omplete set of produed stable hadrons. Therefore, the aeptaneuts should be thoroughly taken into aount before onluding the onset ofthermalization or other new e�ets in nuleus�nuleus ollisions.In the above analysis we have alulated �utuations in event-by-eventmultipliity of produed harged pions. Extending this analysis to all hargedseondaries gives similar results with the size of �utuations of harged par-tiles larger up to about 15 % as ompared to the �utuations in hargedpion multipliities.3. Transverse momentum �utuationsDi�erent quantities were onsidered as a measure of �utuations of par-tile transverse momenta [5, 16℄. A quantity, 
(pT):
(pT) = hNhi1=2h�p2Ti1=2hpTi ; (2)is used in this study. Partile transverse momentum is expeted to be lesssensitive to the initial state interations, but it depends on the �ow veloityof the transversal hydrodynami expansion. The resonane thermal modelpredition for 
(pT), modi�ed for the �ow e�ets, is � 0:68 [5℄. The trans-verse momentum �utuations were measured by the NA49 Collaboration forentral Pb + Pb ollisions at psNN = 18 GeV [6℄. It was found that themeasured strength of the �utuations is ompatible with the independentpartile prodution if one takes into aount the quantum statistis e�etsand �nal state interations.It is interesting to see how the �utuations in the average transverse mo-mentum of produed harged pions evolve with inreasing ollision energy.This is shown in Fig. 4(a) for head-on and semi-entral Au + Au ollisionssimulated by the HIJING model. One an see, that similarly to the 
(Nh),the 
(p�T) also inreases with inreasing psNN . This inrease is, however,not so dramati as that observed for multipliity �utuations and an beattributed to the inreased importane of hard proesses at higher olli-sion energies. The �nal state partiles originated from these hard proesses(forming jets or mini jets) are strongly orrelated in momentum spae. Inontrast, the VENUS model preditions are pratially energy independentand even show some derease of transverse momentum �utuations withinreasing energy at lowest energies (see Fig. 4(b)). The results obtainedfor the two ollision entralities are not very di�erent for both MC mod-els. The two lower plots in Fig. 4 show energy dependene of the transverse



Monte Carlo Analysis of Event-by-Event Flutuations : : : 1373momentum �utuations alulated for all harged partiles. Muh stronger�utuations, espeially for VENUS events (Fig. 4(d)) are predited when allharged partiles are inluded in the analysis. We have heked that thisinreased strength of the transverse momentum �utuations is mainly at-tributed to harged nuleons. Interestingly, VENUS predits muh strongertransverse momentum �utuations for all harged partiles than HIJING,the e�et opposite to that seen in the analysis of harged pions only. Itshould be pointed out that all values of 
(pT), alulated for HIJING andVENUS simulations are signi�antly larger than the thermal model predi-tions (marked by dashed lines in Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Energy dependene of the �utuations in transverse momenta of hargedpions from HIJING (a) and VENUS (b) model. The two lower plots show the samedependenes but for �utuations in transverse momenta of all harged partiles.Dashed lines show the predition of the thermal model.A systemati dependene on the entrality of the ollision is depited inFig. 5 for the two highest ollision energies for sub-samples seleted aordingto Npart uts. A sharp drop of 
(p�T) is observed going from most peripheral



1374 R. Hoªy«ski et al.ollisions to events with slightly larger number of partiipants. This dereasean be related to the residual initial state e�ets. For more entral ollisionswe see a weak derease of 
(p�T) for HIJING events, whereas the VENUSpoints level o�. At both energies transverse momentum �utuations pre-dited by HIJING are larger than those obtained from VENUS simulations,with the exeption of most peripheral (Npart < 40) and the most entral(b = 0 fm) ollisions. It is likely that hard sattering proesses are respon-sible for this e�et.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the HIJING and VENUS preditions for pion transversemomentum �utuations as a funtion of entrality for Au + Au ollisions at psNNof 200 GeV (a) and 130 GeV (b).The analysis of the data for di�erent phase spae uts was also per-formed. The results are inluded in the Table II and show the derease ofthe transverse momentum �utuations for more restritive phase spae uts.Therefore, similarly as in the ase of event-by-event multipliity �utuations,the aeptane uts have to be arefully aounted for in the experimentalanalysis of �utuations in the partile transverse momenta.



Monte Carlo Analysis of Event-by-Event Flutuations : : : 1375TABLE II
(p�T) for Au + Au semi-entral ollisions simulated from Monte Carlo models atdi�erent ollision energies and for di�erent aeptane uts.HIJING Au + Au ollisions with Npart � 300psNN full phase spae 0 < � < 2 0 < � < 2j ' j< 0.087 rad19 GeV 0:793� 0:010 0:733� 0:009 0:738� 0:01056 GeV 0:815� 0:011 0:729� 0:010 0:730� 0:010130 GeV 0:851� 0:010 0:742� 0:009 0:722� 0:009200 GeV 0:854� 0:010 0:767� 0:009 0:710� 0:008VENUS Au + Au ollisions with Npart � 300psNN full phase spae 0 < � < 2 0 < � < 2j ' j< 0.087 rad19 GeV 0:858� 0:024 0:720� 0:020 0:716� 0:02156 GeV 0:821� 0:023 0:759� 0:021 0:704� 0:020130 GeV 0:823� 0:010 0:733� 0:009 0:681� 0:008200 GeV 0:819� 0:010 0:717� 0:009 0:697� 0:0084. SummaryWe have disussed HIJING and VENUS Monte Carlo preditions forevent-by-event �utuations in multipliities and transverse momenta of par-tiles produed in heavy ion ollisions at high energies, up to the psNN =200 GeV whih will be available at the RHIC ollider. These preditions arefound to be signi�antly di�erent from the thermal model expetations.The important role of the initial state interations (espeially for themultipliity �utuations) at higher energies and for less entral ollisions isshown. As expeted, the dependene on the ollision energy does not showany evidene for the non monotoni behavior foreseen at the ritial pointof the hadron matter to a QGP transition. On the other hand some ir-regularities are observed in the dependene of multipliity �utuations onthe entrality of the ollision. They an be, however, attributed to a spe-i� behavior of the �utuations in the number of partiipating nuleons asa funtion of entrality. Di�erenes in multipliity �utuations for HIJINGand VENUS events are mainly due to the di�erenes in harged partilemultipliities produed by eah model. On the other hand, those observedin transverse momentum �utuations for harged pions suggest that hard



1376 R. Hoªy«ski et al.proesses may ontribute to partile orrelations in the momentum spae.For the most entral, head-on ollisions at the highest energy, both modelspredit the same strength of multipliity and transverse momentum �utua-tions. Apparently, for these ollisions neither di�erenes in harged partilemultipliities nor ontributions from hard satterings a�et the magnitudeof the predited e�et. It may suggest that e�ets due to these di�erenesompensate eah other in the most entral interations.Furthermore, a strong sensitivity to the imposed aeptane uts is ob-served, indiating that these detetor e�ets should be thoroughly studied.The study of the �utuations in partile transverse momenta requires alsoa good partile identi�ation.Summarizing, these Monte Carlo models preditions an be tested whendata from the RHIC experiments beome available and an be used to dis-riminate between di�erent ollision dynamis. However, an extreme areshould be put to disentangle the e�ets due to the initial state �utuationsand �nal state interations as well as to the aeptane uts from thosewhih an be attributed to the thermalization or the onset of new physis.This work is partially supported by the Polish State Committee for Si-enti� Researh (KBN) under Grant No. 2 P03B 04916.REFERENCES[1℄ G. Baym, B. Blattel, L.L. Frankfurt, H. Heiselberg, M. Strikman, Phys. Rev.C52, 1604 (1995).[2℄ S. Mrówzynski, Phys. Lett. B430, 9 (1998); Phys. Lett. B439, 6 (1998).[3℄ M. Stephanov, K. Rajagopal, E. Shuryak, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 4816 (1998).[4℄ M. Ga¹dziki, A. Leonidov, G. Roland, Eur. Phys. J. C6, 365 (1999).[5℄ M. Stephanov, K. Rajagopal, E. Shuryak, Phys. Rev. D60, 114028 (1999).[6℄ H. Appelshauser et al., Phys. Lett. B459, 679 (1999); J.G. Reid et al., Nul.Phys. A661, 407 (1999).[7℄ G. Roland et al., Nul. Phys. A638, 91 (1998).[8℄ X.-N. Wang, Nul. Phys. A661, 210 (1999); X.-N. Wang, M. Gyulassy, Phys.Rev. D44, 3501 (1991); Comput. Phys. Commun. 83, 307 (1994).[9℄ K. Werner, Phys. Rep. 232, 87 (1993).[10℄ A. Capella, E.G. Ferreiro, A.B. Kaidalov, hep-ph/9903338.[11℄ M. Bleiher, J. Randrup, R. Snellings, X.-N. Wang, nul-th/0006047; Phys.Rev. C62, 041901 (2000).[12℄ M. Bleiher, S. Jeon, V. Koh, Phys. Rev. C62, 061902 (2000).[13℄ G.V. Danilov, E.V. Shuryak, nul-th/9908027.
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